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Abstract
The incidence of the two main clinical subentities of
testicular germ cell cancer (seminoma and nonseminoma) is
increasing throughout Europe. Most studies have revealed
little variation in risk factors between the two subtypes. This
study compared generation-specific trends in eight European
countries, hypothesizing that similar temporal pattern by
birth cohort implied that seminoma and nonseminoma had a
largely comparable etiology. The results are presented using
the age-period-cohort model and the nonidentifiability
problem highlighted by partitioning the age, period, and
cohort effects in terms of their linear and curvature
component parts, assuming a priori that cohort effects
predominated. Despite uniform overall increases by calendar
period, declining rates of nonseminoma but not pure seminoma were observed in the majority of countries during the
1990s. The subtype trends were, however, largely analogous

on a birth cohort scale. Notable observations were a decline
in rates of both subtypes among recent birth cohorts in
Switzerland and a short-term wartime effect in several
countries, involving an attenuation of increasing risk of
both subtypes in men born in 1940 to 1945. Departures from
the steady increases in testicular cancer over time were likely
to occur for nonseminomas some years ahead of seminoma
on a period scale. The importance of birth cohort coincided
with the view that given a short time interval of susceptibility to exposures earlier in life and a biologically constant
time to diagnosis, all temporal changes in rate-limiting
exposures should appear as generational effects. Trends in
seminoma and nonseminoma conform to largely the same
temporal patterns on this scale, implying that they share
important etiologic factors. (Cancer Epidemiol Biomarkers
Prev 2006;15(4):652 – 8)

Introduction
Testicular cancer, the most common tumor in young men in
many countries, has a very distinct epidemiology but a largely
unexplained etiology. Descriptive epidemiology has revealed
considerable geographic, ethnic, and temporal variations in
incidence: at least a 30-fold variation in risk worldwide; rates
ranging from 0.3 in Beijing, China to 12.5 in Zurich, Switzerland
(1); with men of European origin in the United States having
rates five times higher than their African origin counterparts (2).
In many high-risk areas, such as Europe and North America,
uniform increases in incidence between 3% and 6% per annum
have been reported in long-term trends (2-7).
Several risk factors associated with prenatal and perinatal
exposures have been suggested for testicular cancer (8-16),
although aside from cryptorchidism, few risk determinants are
well established. These and other possibly causal factors, such
as low birth weight and low maternal parity, can only account
for a small fraction of the total incidence. Previous studies have
examined etiologic differences in the two main clinical
subentities of testicular germ cell cancer: seminoma and
nonseminoma (10, 11, 16-21). Despite well-documented

differences in the peak age of incidence (18), most studies
have revealed little variation in risk factors between the two
subtypes and, where particular associations have been found,
they have been inconsistent across studies.
The increasing incidence in both seminoma and nonseminoma is unlikely to be explained by changes in disease
classifications or diagnostic activities (22, 23). Studies that have
examined trends in the two subtypes have observed strong but
homogenous cohort patterns (7, 23-27), although a recent
Canadian report indicated there were differences in cohortspecific risk (27), whereas another study, using U.S. (Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results) data, suggested some
important temporal differences by subtype and within subtype
by race (23).
This study examines time trends in seminoma and nonseminoma using cancer registry data in eight European
countries. We focus our analysis on a comparison of the heterogeneity of generation-specific trends, hypothesizing that
similar temporal patterns in the cohort dimension imply that
the etiologies of seminoma and nonseminoma are largely
similar if not identical.
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Incidence Data. The registry incidence and population data
sets were taken from the EUROCIM software package and
database (28) by registry, topography (International Classification of Diseases-Oncology, 2nd edition), histology (International Classification of Diseases-Oncology, 2nd edition), year
of diagnosis, and 5-year age group. A minimum requirement
for a registry’s inclusion in the analysis was their consecutive
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compilation in the last three volumes (VI-VIII) of Cancer
Incidence in Five Continents (CI5) covering the period of 1983 to
1997 (1, 29, 30). This criterion was chosen as a general marker
of each registry’s data quality over time, given that the
editorial process involves a detailed assessment of the
comparability, completeness, and validity of the submitted
incidence data sets (1). In addition, each data set was required
to span a minimum of 15 years to enable the fit of age-periodcohort (APC) models to equally spaced incidence data in 5year groups of period and age.
The main histologic grouping (germ cell tumors, International Classification of Diseases-Oncology codes 9060-9102),
usually comprising 95% to 99% of all testicular cancers in men
under age 60, was abstracted for analysis, as were the subtypes
seminoma (codes 9060-9064) and nonseminoma (including
embryonal carcinoma, codes 9070-9073; malignant teratoma,
codes 9080-9085 and 9102; choriocarcinoma, codes 9100-9101;
and mixed tumors). The data set was restricted to the age
group 15 to 54 to provide a well-defined grouping for the
study of trends of histologic subtypes of germ cell cancers (18).
Given the relative paucity of incident cases after stratifying
germ cell cancers into seminoma and nonseminoma, countries
with less than an average of five cases per period in any age
stratum were excluded. Eight countries were included in the
final analyses (Table 1). In France, Italy, and Switzerland, a
number of cancer registries were aggregated to obtain
estimates of national incidence. The varying span of data
available from registries led to a pragmatic aggregation of the
data, maximizing the registration period and the number of
registries represented within a country. We sought to ensure
the same registries were used throughout the elected time
period, although in practice, some registries did not cover the
whole span (Table 1).
APC Model. We assumed that incidence rates were constant
within 5-year age classes (a = 1, 2, . . ., A) and 5-year periods of
diagnosis (P = 1, 2, . . ., P), leading to a likelihood for the
observations that is proportional to a Poisson likelihood for the
counts, with the log of the person-years at risk specified as an
offset. The magnitude of the rates were described by a full
APC model:
logðkða; pÞÞ ¼ aa þ bp þ cc
which can be fitted under the application of generalized linear
model theory (31), with birth cohort derived from period
and age such that c = p  a + A for c = 1, 2, . . ., C with C = A +
P  1. The variables aa, bp , and cc refer to the fixed effects of
age group a, period p, and birth cohort c. The models were

fitted using Stata 8 (32). Tests for the net drift, the sum of the
period and cohort slopes, and the separate effects of period
and cohort curvature were obtained using the standard
analysis of deviance of nested models (33, 34).
To allow a systematic evaluation of the histologic trends
across countries, the results are presented using the full APC
model and the nonidentifiability problem highlighted by
partitioning the age, period, and cohort effects in terms of
their linear and curvature component parts, according to the
method of Holford (35). Holford showed that whereas the
overall slopes are unrestricted, they do not vary independently, given that the three linear slopes from an arbitrary APC
model (indexed L) can be represented by aL V= aL + q, bL V= bL 
 q, and cL V = cL + q, where aL, bL , and cL are the true values
for the slopes according to age, period, and cohort, respectively, and q is an unknown constant that may result in
increasing or decreasing trends of each slope (35).
The major contribution of cohort effects has been consistently shown in previous reports describing the increasing
incidence of testicular cancer with time in Europe (3, 6, 7, 36).
Birth cohort effects are considered a consequence of the
changing prevalence of known and/or putative risk factors
for the disease in successive generations. We have, therefore,
a priori assumed that cohort effects predominate, and the
underlying cohort slope is nonnegative. Fixing the period
slope to zero for both histologies allows the cohort slope to
take up the entire linear component but still permits
nonlinear period effects, such that 0 V cL V bL + cL (37).
The results are presented as incidence rate ratios with
country-specific reference cohort c = A + P  7. Due to
small numbers in the cells comprising the youngest and
oldest cohorts, the corresponding birth cohort effects are not
displayed.

Results
Figure 1 compares the age-truncated (ages 15-54 years)
standardized rates (European standard) of seminoma and
nonseminoma in the eight countries (1994-1996). Rates of
seminoma tend to be about a third higher than nonseminoma,
but there is a clear relationship between the absolute magnitude
of the two, with rates of seminoma increasing proportionally
with rates of nonseminoma in low risk (e.g., Italy and France)
through to intermediate risk (Czech Republic and Norway) to
high-risk countries (Denmark and Switzerland).
There are clear increases in the incidence of both
histologies with calendar period in each European country,
with the magnitude of the slopes similar across populations

Table 1. Testicular germ cell incidence: populations included in the trend analysis by histologic subtype
European
area

Country

Eastern
Northern

Czech Republic
Denmark
Norway
Sweden
United Kingdomk
Italy{
France**
cc
Switzerland

Southern
Western

c

Calendar
period*
1985-1999
1979-1998
1953-1997
1964-1998
1978-1997
1983-1997
1978-1997
1983-1997

(n
(n
(n
(n
(n
(n
(n
(n

Person-years
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

3)
4)
9)
7)
4)
3)
4)
3)

3.1
1.5
1.3
2.4
15.1
1.3
1.2
0.8

c

Incidence
b
(seminoma)

% Germ
cellx

Incidence
b
(nonseminoma)

% Germ
cellx

Person-years

179
154
88
116
792
48
56
85

54.8
58.9
57.2
56.4
58.3
61.7
54.4
60.9

148
108
66
90
567
30
47
55

45.2
41.1
42.8
43.6
41.7
38.3
45.6
39.1

3,071,444
1,530,603
1,251,442
2,426,688
15,089,155
1,238,491
1,162,916
834,828

*Data available according to period of diagnosis (number of 5-year periods available in the analysis).
cAverage annual male population expressed in million person-years at risk obtained from most recent 5-year period.
bAnnual number of incident cases obtained from most recent 5-year period.
xProportion based on cases in most recent 5-year period.
kAggregation of England (1978-1997) and Scotland (1978-1997).
{Aggregation of Florence (1985-1997), Varese Province (1983-1997), Parma Province (1983-1997), Ragusa Province (1983-1997), and Turin (1985-1997).
**Aggregation of Bas-Rhin (1978-1997), Calvados (1978-1997), Doubs (1978-1997), Isere (1979-1997), Somme (1982-1997), and Tarn (1982-1997).
ccAggregation of Basel (1983-1997), Geneva (1983-1997), Neuchatel (1983-1996), St. Gall-Appenzell (1983-1997), Vaud (1988-1996), and Zurich (1983-1996).
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Figure 1. Truncated age-standardized rates (European) of pure seminoma (left) and nonseminoma (right) in men aged 15 to 54 years in eight
European countries by 5-year period of diagnosis (CR, Czech Republic; D, Denmark; F, France; I, Italy; N, Norway; Swe, Sweden; Swi,
Switzerland; UK, United Kingdom).
(Fig. 2). The overall ranking of rates between countries is
retained over time. A notable feature of the trends is the
decline in nonseminoma rates observed in some but not all
countries in the last 5-year period in the 1990s. This pattern is
seen in high-risk Switzerland and Denmark as well as lowerrisk Norway, Italy, and Sweden but not in the Czech
Republic and the United Kingdom. In France, nonseminoma
trends seem to have reached a plateau during the latest
period.
No such declines are observed in the seminoma trends
(Fig. 2). The relative proportions of seminoma and nonseminoma are largely similar between countries, despite the
3-fold variation in risk. Seminoma comprises the larger share
with 55% to 60% of germ cell cancers, leaving 40% to 45%
nonseminomas (Table 1). The proportion that were seminomas
is slightly higher in low-risk Italy and high-risk Switzerland.
For the seminoma trends, a sufficient amount of variation in
each country was explained either by a model representing the
linear trend adjusted for age (in France, Italy, and the United
Kingdom) or with additional cohort curvature (the Czech
Republic, Denmark, Norway, Sweden, and Switzerland; data
not shown). The nonlinear effects of cohort over and above the
drift provided a statistically significant contribution to the
seminoma trends in four of the eight countries (Norway,
Sweden, Denmark, and the Czech Republic) and of borderline
significance in two (Italy and Switzerland; Table 2A). In
contrast, period curvature was not required in describing the
seminoma trends in any European country (Table 2A).
None of the population-based trends for nonseminoma
suffered from a significant lack of fit, although the required
complexity of the model varied by population (data not
shown). In Italy and Switzerland, only age effects were
required, whereas both age and period were necessary in
Denmark and France. Cohort curvature was necessary in
explaining the nonseminoma incidence trends in three countries (the Czech Republic, the United Kingdom, and Denmark)
and of borderline significance in Switzerland (Table 2B).
Period curvature significantly improved the fit of nonseminoma trends in Norway (Table 2B).
Figure 3 displays the incidence rate ratios from the APC
model according to birth cohort. The incidence trends of
seminoma and nonseminoma in successive generations are

similar, although the trends tend to be more heterogeneous in
the most recently born cohorts, where data are more sparse,
and most of the cases are nonseminomas. The exception is
Italy, where the trends in histology diverge in generations born
after 1945.
In Switzerland, there is a strong indication that cohortspecific declines in both seminoma and nonseminoma rates in
consecutive cohorts born since the 1960s. There is also some
indication of a plateau in the trends in recent generations born
in France and Denmark, but the observation is more evident
for seminoma (Fig. 3).

Figure 2. Scatterplot of truncated age-standardized rates (European)
of seminoma versus nonseminoma in men aged 15 to 54 years and
diagnosed from 1994 to 1996 in eight European countries (CR, Czech
Republic; D, Denmark; F, France; I, Italy; N, Norway; Swe, Sweden;
Swi, Switzerland; UK, United Kingdom).
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Table 2. Period and cohort curvature over and above net drift
European area

Incidence population

Period curvature
D Deviance*

A. Seminoma trends
Eastern
Northern

Southern
Western
B. Nonseminoma trends
Eastern
Northern

Southern
Western

c

D df

Cohort curvature
b

D Deviancex

D dfk

P{

P

Czech Republic
Denmark
Norway
Sweden
United Kingdom**
cc
Italy
bb
France
Switzerland{

3.1
1.3
6.2
5.8
0.2
0.2
3.5
1.2

1
2
7
5
2
1
2
1

0.08
0.52
0.52
0.32
0.88
0.64
0.17
0.28

17.5
22.6
60.9
43.7
7.0
15.5
11.8
15.6

8
9
14
12
9
8
9
8

0.02
0.01
<0.01
<0.01
0.63
0.05
0.22
0.05

Czech Republic
Denmark
Norway
Sweden
United Kingdom**
cc
Italy
bb
France
Switzerland{

0.0
3.6
30.3
11.0
3.3
0.0
1.6
0.8

1
2
7
5
2
1
2
1

0.88
0.16
<0.01
0.05
0.19
0.85
0.45
0.38

21.2
16.6
11.8
15.4
17.4
6.5
13.0
15.6

8
9
14
12
9
8
9
8

0.01
0.05
0.62
0.22
0.04
0.60
0.16
0.05

Abbreviation: df , degree of freedom.
*Represents the difference in the deviance of the age + drift model and the age + drift + period model.
cRepresents the difference in the degrees of freedom of the age + drift model and the age + drift + period model.
bTo determine the goodness-of-fit, the change in deviance was compared with the m2 distribution on the change in degrees of freedom between the models.
xRepresents the difference in the deviance of the age + drift model and the age + drift + cohort model.
kRepresents the difference in the degrees of freedom of the age + drift model and the age + drift + cohort model.
{Aggregation of Basel (1983-1997), Geneva (1983-1997), Neuchatel (1983-1996), St.Gall-Appenzell (1983-1997), Vaud (1988-1996), and Zurich (1983-1996).
**Aggregation of England (1978-1997) and Scotland (1978-1997).
ccAggregation of Florence (1985-1997), Varese Province (1983-1997), Parma Province (1983-1997), Ragusa Province (1983-1997), and Turin (1985-1997).
bbAggregation of Bas-Rhin (1978-1997), Calvados (1978-1997), Doubs (1978-1997), Isere (1979-1997), Somme (1982-1997), and Tarn (1982-1997).

Discussion
This study provides broad support for the hypothesis
that generation-specific trends in testicular seminomas and
nonseminoma conform to largely the same temporal patterns, implying that they share important etiologic factors.
Trends in pure seminomas and nonseminomas are increasing with calendar time in most of the countries studied,
although there are recent plateaus or minor declines in
cross-sectional age-adjusted rates of nonseminoma in Denmark and Switzerland. Declines in incidence rates of both
subtypes are also evident among recent birth cohorts in the
latter country.
Despite differences in morphologic manifestation and in
prognosis and treatment, there are many indications that the
origin and pathogenesis of seminoma and nonseminoma are
similar (38, 39). Both subtypes arise from the fetal population
of primordial germ cells, also called gonocytes, which migrate
to the developing gonad in weeks 5 to 6 of gestation. Both
subtypes develop through a premalignant stage known as
testicular carcinoma in situ or testicular intraepithelial neoplasia (40).
Morphologically and biochemically, seminoma cells resemble carcinoma in situ cells and primordial germ cells.
Nonseminomas can show all stages of embryonic development, including embryoid bodies, which mimic the earliest
stages of growth of the developing zygote, and fully
differentiated tissues of any type in teratomas. Seminoma
and nonseminoma are aneuploid. There is typically loss of
material from chromosomes 4, 5, 11, 13, 18, and Y and gain
of chromosome 7, 8, 12, and X material. In particular, gain of
chromosome 12 material in the form of a 12p isochromosome
is associated with the transformation from carcinoma in situ
to the invasive phenotype of seminoma or nonseminoma.
Analytic studies of the causes of testicular cancer have often
sought to identify separate risk factors for seminoma and
nonseminoma, but no such difference has been established
with consistency (10, 11). The current consensus is that

seminoma and nonseminoma are more likely to have similar
rather than different causes (41, 42).
The importance of birth cohort effects in this study is in
accordance with many prior reports of combined or subtypestratified testicular cancer trends in Europe (3, 6, 7, 36), the
United States (2), and Canada (26, 27). Nonlinear cohort effects
significantly improved the fit of the APC model in six
countries for both subtypes, indicating the importance of
generational influences, whereas period curvature was not
required in the majority. Furthermore, short-term attenuations
of increasing risk in men born around 1940 to 1945 were
evident in Denmark (for both histologies) and Norway
(seminoma only) and less unequivocally in Sweden and
France, but for both subtypes. Such observations have been
reported previously for incidence trends in the Scandinavian
countries, either in testicular germ cell trends overall or for
both subtypes (6, 24, 25, 36, 43). In Denmark, the temporary
irregularity has been hypothesized to be at least partially a
result of specific events (e.g., dietary changes or tobacco
consumption) at the time of German occupation during the
Second World War (25). The similarity of the subtype trends
implies such a wartime effect would act in an identical manner
on seminoma and nonseminoma.
The observed lag of f10 years in the age at peak incidence
of subtypes has been consistently reported in Western
populations, with nonseminomas peaking earlier, in men aged
in their late 20s (18). The differential age profile may perhaps
reflect that nonseminomas are more aggressive and rapidly
growing than seminomas at diagnosis; the proportion of
metastatic to localized tumors is often higher for nonseminomas than seminomas (25). Any departure from the steady
increases in testicular cancer over time is, therefore, likely to
occur for nonseminomas some years ahead of seminoma. This
seems as an artifact of analysis on the period scale, not present
on the birth cohort scale. With a narrow time window of
susceptibility to exposures earlier in life, and a biologically
constant time to diagnosis, all temporal changes in ratelimiting exposures should appear as cohort effects.
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Some evidence of a plateau in the cohort-specific risk of
both types is observed among recent cohorts in some
populations (Czech Republic, Denmark, and France), although it unknown whether there will be subsequent

declines. With the exception of Italy, the subtype trends
followed a rather similar generational course, and the
homogeneity mirrors several previous observations reported
for temporal variations in testicular germ cell incidence. The

Figure 3. Incidence rate ratios of
testicular germ cell seminoma (solid
line) and nonseminoma (dashed line)
by birth cohort in eight European countries, assuming an overall period slope
of zero. ., reference category (IRR,
incidence rate ratio = 1), corresponding
to birth cohort A + P  7.
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period-specific decline in nonseminoma (but not seminoma)
seen in Switzerland in the 1990s is in agreement with reports
describing trends in the Vaud region (44). However, our
observation that there is a diminution in risk of both
histologies for consecutive Swiss cohorts most evident since
the mid-1960s adds weight to the hypothesis that only a delay
of around a decade in clinically manifest cancer distinguishes
seminomas from nonseminomas.
In the unavoidable presence of nonidentifiability of the
three effects, the linear interdependency arising from cohort
being entirely defined in terms of period and age, analyzing,
and interpreting variable estimates via the APC model is
inherently problematic. In circumventing the problem using
Holford’s method (35), and setting the period component of
the net drift to zero in each country, we have assumed that the
increasing regular trend is exclusively the result of a birth
cohort phenomenon, and that there are no diagnostic or
coding artifacts that would lead to increases or decreases in
rates with calendar time. The prominence paid to the
operation of cohort effects would seem a reasonable assumption given that carcinogenic development of both seminoma
and nonseminoma are likely mediated through early-in-life or
in utero exposures (25, 40). If left untreated, testicular cancer is
highly fatal, and diagnostic or coding artifacts seem unlikely
to be responsible for much of the rapid increases in the regular
trend (18).
Diagnostic changes in one or both subtypes cannot be
entirely excluded however. In Italy, the cohort effects, in
discordance with other countries, diverge after the late 1940s.
The recent seminoma/nonseminoma incidence ratio is unusually high in Italy, whereas the trends in nonseminoma are
rather flat. However, nonlinear period effects, a potential
indicator of temporal changes due to artifact, were not
significant for either subtype, although this may be due to a
lack of power to reject simpler models (45). It is possible that
artifactual changes were in operation throughout the study
period, and that they differed by subtype; this would have led
to divergent period slopes but more consistency between
cohort effects for seminoma and nonseminoma.
Our observations are in broad agreement with a number of
previous studies examining cohort trends in the two main
subtypes. Using a varying level of analytic sophistication, a
general consensus has emerged of increasing trends of similar
magnitude by subtype, based on European reports in Denmark
(25), Norway (24), England, and Wales (46), and more recently,
in a number of Northern European countries (7), and on
reports in Canada (Ontario; ref. 26) and the United States
(Connecticut; ref. 2). A study found increasing trends between
1963 and 1984 in Scotland for both histologies, with nonseminomas increasing more rapidly than seminomas (47).
Some differences in trends in the subtypes have been found by
two recent studies analyzing testicular cancer data up to 1998
in the United States (23) and up to 1995 in Canada (27). In the
U.S. study (based on Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End
Results data), nonseminomas reached a plateau in White men,
with seminoma/nonseminoma ratios of 50:50 in the mid-1970s
comparing with 60:40 some 20 years later (23). The Canadian
study argues that the subtype trends differ by both age and
birth cohort. Using a method analogous to ours, the authors
suggest there are distinct cohort patterns in aggregated data
from Ontario, Saskatchewan, and British Colombia (27). The
subtype trends they plot from the APC model, however, are
similar in successive cohorts born after 1920 and could be
interpreted as indicators of homogeneity in the seminoma and
nonseminoma trends.
Further evidence that the subtypes share the same etiologic
factors comes from several analytic studies examining prenatal
and perinatal exposures and the risk of testicular cancer. A
Danish study (10) argued that seminoma and nonseminoma
have similar causes, finding that whereas cryptorchidism, birth

weight, and maternal age were all independent risk factors for
testicular cancer, only the latter differed by subtype, with
higher maternal age being more strongly associated with
seminoma. Recent studies in Canada (14), the United States
(48), and Sweden (16) have generally upheld the hypothesis of
a similar etiology: despite markers of high estrogen levels
consistently increasing the risk of germ cell cancer, little
evidence of heterogeneity on stratification by histologic group
emerged.
Some studies have reported statistically significant heterogeneity in risk factors for seminoma and nonseminoma, but
these have not been found consistently across studies. Thus,
Sabroe and Olsen (12) found elevated risks of seminoma in
Danish men of a lower birth order, whereas a Swedish study
(11) found that markers of estrogen during pregnancy, higher
maternal age, higher placental weight, and lower parity
affected seminomas, and factors related to neonatal growth
retardation, specifically lower maternal age, and lower
placental weight increased the risk of nonseminoma. In a
U.K. report, a history of sexually transmitted disease and
participation in certain sports was linked to a higher risk of
nonseminoma cancers (21). The effect of socioeconomic status
on testicular cancer is not conclusive, although men belonging
to higher socioeconomic groups are often reported to be higher
risk of testicular cancer relative to less-privileged groups
(49, 50). As with other variables, the risk estimates tend not,
however, to be consistent by subtype (50).
Difficulties in achieving sufficient statistical power to detect
truly significant effects in analytic studies make such investigations problematic, whereas the multiple testing of candidate risk factors increases the likelihood of finding statistically
significant effects by chance. In parallel, statements as to the
degree of homogeneity of seminoma and nonseminoma trends
must be equivocal, given that nonidentifiability precludes the
possibility to present and compare unique estimates of the
cohort trends. Nevertheless, assuming that only generational
influences operate, the incidence trends are rather similar in
this time dimension for most European countries studied,
indicative that the subtypes share largely the same distribution
of causal factors within a number of diverse populations.
Where the subtype trends substantially diverge, they may be
explained by the presence of linear period effects, implicating
diagnostic or coding artifacts with calendar time.
In conclusion, epidemiologic studies of testicular cancer will
continue to be fundamental in gaining insight into a disease
with few known causal determinants, and at present, little
scope for primary prevention. This study provides further
evidence of the etiologic similarity of testicular seminoma and
nonseminoma.
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Registre des Cancers du Tarn, Albi (Dr. Martine Sauvage); Italy:
Registro Tumori Toscano, Florence (Dr. Eugenio Paci); Registro Tumori
Lombardia, Provincia di Varese, Milan (Dr. Paolo Crosignani); Registro
Tumori della Provincia di Parma (Dr. Vincenzo De Lisi); Registro
Tumori della Provincia di Ragusa, Ragusa (Dr. Rosario Tumino);
Piedmont Cancer Registry, Turin (Dr. Roberto Zanetti); Norway: Cancer
Registry of Norway, Oslo (Dr. Frøydis Langmark); Sweden: Swedish
Cancer Registry, Stockholm (Dr. Lotti Barlow); Switzerland:
Krebsregister Basel-Stadt und Basel-Land, Basle (Dr. Gernot Jundt);
Registre Genevois des Tumeurs, Geneva (Dr. Christine Bouchardy);
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Registre Neuchâtelois des Tumeurs, Neuchâtel (Dr. Fabio Levi);
Krebsregister St Gallen Appenzell, St Gallen (Dr. Thomas Fisch);
Registre Vaudois des Tumeurs, Lausanne (Dr. Fabio Levi); Kantonalzürcherisches Krebsregister, Zürich (Dr. Nicole Probst); United
Kingdom: National Cancer Intelligence Centre, London (Dr. Mike
Quinn); Scottish Cancer Registry, Edinburgh (Dr. David Brewster).
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